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OutlineOutline
Some open questions:Some open questions:

Energy Energy equipartitionequipartition ??

Origin of the radioOrigin of the radio--infrared correlationinfrared correlation

Do magnetic fields affect gas flows?Do magnetic fields affect gas flows?

Origin of field structuresOrigin of field structures

Field reversalsField reversals

Next generation radio telescopes:Next generation radio telescopes:

LOFARLOFAR

SKASKA



Estimating magnetic field Estimating magnetic field 
strengthsstrengths

Needed :Needed :

EquipartitionEquipartition between magnetic fields and cosmic rays between magnetic fields and cosmic rays 
Energy spectral indexEnergy spectral index of of protonsprotons ((εεpp))
Ratio Ratio KK of proton/electron number densitiesof proton/electron number densities
((KK≈≈100 for diffusive shock acceleration)100 for diffusive shock acceleration)

Problems:Problems:

ISM is ISM is dynamicdynamic, not static, not static
Electrons suffer from Electrons suffer from energy lossesenergy losses which modify their which modify their 
spectral index (spectral index (εεee) and ) and KK
→→ EquipartitionEquipartition formulaformula cannotcannot bebe appliedapplied ifif energyenergy
losseslosses areare strongstrong (Beck & Krause 2005)(Beck & Krause 2005)



M51M51
(Fletcher, Beck(Fletcher, Beck
et al. 2006)et al. 2006)



Equipartition magnetic field Equipartition magnetic field 
strengths in M51strengths in M51

Fletcher, BeckFletcher, Beck
et al. (2005)et al. (2005)



EquipartitionEquipartition field strengths in field strengths in 
massive spiral galaxiesmassive spiral galaxies

Spiral armSpiral arm InterInter--armarm

Total intensity:   Total intensity:   ≈≈ 20 20 µµG        G        ≈≈ 15 15 µµGG

Polarized intensity:Polarized intensity: 55--10 10 µµG       G       ≈≈ 10 10 µµGG

Turbulent fields are strongest in the spiral arms, Turbulent fields are strongest in the spiral arms, 
regular fields are strongest in regular fields are strongest in interarminterarm regions.regions.

However: Field strengths may be underestimated However: Field strengths may be underestimated 
due to synchrotron losses.due to synchrotron losses.



Understanding Understanding equipartitionequipartition

Needed:Needed:
HighHigh--resolution radio observations in galaxies resolution radio observations in galaxies 
over a wide frequency range to measure over a wide frequency range to measure energy energy 
losseslosses of cosmicof cosmic--ray electrons ray electrons 

Independent information about Independent information about field strengthsfield strengths
(e.g. from (e.g. from Faraday rotationFaraday rotation))

Independent information about the Independent information about the cosmiccosmic--ray ray 
electron density and spectrumelectron density and spectrum in galaxies (e.g. in galaxies (e.g. 
from from γγ--rayray bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung oror XX--rayray InverseInverse
ComptonCompton emissionemission))



The radio The radio –– infrared infrared 
correlation:correlation:

evidence for evidence for equipartitionequipartition ??



The global radio The global radio -- FIR FIR 
correlation for normal galaxiescorrelation for normal galaxies
NiklasNiklas 19971997



Radio continuum               InfraredRadio continuum               Infrared
(Effelsberg + VLA 6cm)            (Effelsberg + VLA 6cm)            (Spitzer 8(Spitzer 8µµm)m)

Fletcher et al. 2005Fletcher et al. 2005Fletcher et al. 2006Fletcher et al. 2006 Schinnerer et al. 2006Schinnerer et al. 2006

Perfect correlation !



Faraday rotation measures show that the regular magnetic field 
inside and outside the “ring” is similarly strong as in the ring

→ equipartition is NOT valid outside the “ring”



The radio The radio –– FIR correlationFIR correlation

Global correlation:Global correlation:
Extends over Extends over more than 10more than 1055 in luminosity scalein luminosity scale
Holds for early galaxies to Holds for early galaxies to redshiftsredshifts of at least of at least z=2z=2
Radio deficitRadio deficit for galaxies with very young starburstsfor galaxies with very young starbursts

Local correlation:Local correlation:
Holds for thermal Holds for thermal andand nonthermalnonthermal radio emissionradio emission
Holds down to ~50pc scale Holds down to ~50pc scale 
→→ no strong energy losses of electronsno strong energy losses of electrons
Breaks down at < 50 pc from starBreaks down at < 50 pc from star--forming regionsforming regions
→→ ????
Breaks down far away from starBreaks down far away from star--forming regionsforming regions
→→ electron diffusion or convectionelectron diffusion or convection



EquipartitionEquipartition modelmodel
((NiklasNiklas & Beck 1997, & Beck 1997, HoernesHoernes et al. 1998)et al. 1998)

Energy Energy equipartitionequipartition between magnetic field and between magnetic field and 
turbulent gas motion: turbulent gas motion: BBtottot

22 ∝∝ ρρ
Energy Energy equipartitionequipartition between magnetic field and between magnetic field and 
cosmic rays: cosmic rays: BBtottot

22 ∝∝ nnCRCR

StarStar--formation rate depends on gas density formation rate depends on gas density 
((Schmidt lawSchmidt law, , SFR SFR ∝∝ ρρbb, b, b≈≈1.41.4))

Predicted slope of the radioPredicted slope of the radio--FIR correlation:FIR correlation:

≈≈1.3 1.3 (optically thick gas),(optically thick gas), 0.80.8--1.0 1.0 (optically thin gas)(optically thin gas)



EquipartitionEquipartition modelmodel
((NiklasNiklas & Beck 1997, & Beck 1997, HoernesHoernes et al. 1998)et al. 1998)

Energy Energy equipartitionequipartition between magnetic field and between magnetic field and 
turbulent gas motion: turbulent gas motion: BBtottot

22 ∝∝ ρρ

Energy Energy equipartitionequipartition between magnetic field and between magnetic field and 
cosmic rays: cosmic rays: BBtottot

22 ∝∝ nnCRCR

Predicts correct slope of the radioPredicts correct slope of the radio--FIR correlationFIR correlation

for the for the nonthermalnonthermal radio emissionradio emission



Understanding the radioUnderstanding the radio--FIR FIR 
correlationcorrelation

Needed:Needed:
Radio and FIR data for galaxies in different Radio and FIR data for galaxies in different 
evolutionary stagesevolutionary stages

Separation ofSeparation of thermal and thermal and nonthermalnonthermal radio radio 
emission emission (see talk by (see talk by FatemehFatemeh TabatabaeiTabatabaei))

Models for the Models for the evolution of magnetic fieldsevolution of magnetic fields in in 
galaxiesgalaxies

HighHigh--resolution observations in the Milky Way of resolution observations in the Milky Way of 
magnetic fields around magnetic fields around molecular cloudsmolecular clouds and in and in 
starstar--forming regionsforming regions



Can magnetic fields Can magnetic fields 
affect gas flows ?affect gas flows ?



NGC6946NGC6946
(Beck, in prep.)





Energy densities in NGC6946Energy densities in NGC6946
(Beck 2004)(Beck 2004)

EEmagnmagn ≈≈ EEturbturb (inner disk)(inner disk)

EEmagnmagn > E> Eturbturb (outer disk)(outer disk)
→→ magnetic fields affect the flow of cold gasmagnetic fields affect the flow of cold gas

EEmagnmagn »» EEtherm  therm  (everywhere)(everywhere)
→→ magnetic fields affect the flow of warm and hot gasmagnetic fields affect the flow of warm and hot gas



NGC1097NGC1097
(Cerro Tololo,(Cerro Tololo,
by by HaltonHalton Arp)Arp)



NGC1097NGC1097
CenterCenter
(Beck et al. 2005)(Beck et al. 2005)



Magnetic field strengths Magnetic field strengths 
in barred galaxiesin barred galaxies

(assuming equipartition with cosmic rays)(assuming equipartition with cosmic rays)

NGC 1097 (bar):               NGC 1097 (bar):               ≈≈2020µµGG
NGC 1097 (central ring):   NGC 1097 (central ring):   ≈≈6060µµGG

NGC 7552 (central ring ):NGC 7552 (central ring ): ≈≈100100µµGG

The strongest extended fields The strongest extended fields 
detected so far in spiral galaxiesdetected so far in spiral galaxies



Mass inflow into the Mass inflow into the centercenter by by 
magnetic stressmagnetic stress

dM/dt = dM/dt = -- h/h/ΩΩ (<b(<brr bbΦΦ>> + B+ Brr BBΦΦ))
(Balbus & Hawley 1998)(Balbus & Hawley 1998)

NGC1097:NGC1097:

h=100pc, v=450km/s, bh=100pc, v=450km/s, brr≈≈bbΦΦ≈≈6060µµG :G :

dM/dtdM/dt ≈≈ 1 M1 Moo / yr/ yr



NGC1097NGC1097
(Beck et al. 2005)(Beck et al. 2005)



NGC1097NGC1097
(Beck et al. 2005)(Beck et al. 2005)



NGC1097NGC1097

The turbulent field is compressed in the bar The turbulent field is compressed in the bar 
shockshock

The regular field is The regular field is notnot compressedcompressed

The regular field is strong The regular field is strong outsideoutside the barthe bar

The regular field The regular field decouplesdecouples from the cold gasfrom the cold gas

The regular field is sufficiently strong to affect The regular field is sufficiently strong to affect 
the flow of the diffuse gasthe flow of the diffuse gas



Magnetic field and molecular gasMagnetic field and molecular gas
Polarized intensity (Effelsberg+VLA) and BIMA CO dataPolarized intensity (Effelsberg+VLA) and BIMA CO data (Regan et al. 2001)(Regan et al. 2001)

PatrikeevPatrikeev
et al. 2006et al. 2006



Anisotropic Anisotropic 
waveletwavelet
functionfunction

Spiral arms in M51Spiral arms in M51
Polar plotPolar plot

Systematic shift !
PI - I - CO - IR

PatrikeevPatrikeev
et al. 2006et al. 2006



M51M51
The turbulent field is compressed in the The turbulent field is compressed in the 
spiral arm shockspiral arm shock

The regular field isThe regular field is weaklyweakly compressed at compressed at 
the inner edge of the spiral armthe inner edge of the spiral arm

The regular field is strong also in the The regular field is strong also in the 
interarminterarm regionsregions

The regular field The regular field decouplesdecouples from the cold gasfrom the cold gas

The regular field may affect the flow of the The regular field may affect the flow of the 
diffuse gasdiffuse gas



Understanding the interaction Understanding the interaction 
between magnetic fields and between magnetic fields and 

gas flowsgas flows

Needed:Needed:
HighHigh--resolution radio polarization and resolution radio polarization and gas velocitygas velocity
data (from HI, CO or Hdata (from HI, CO or Hαα))

HighHigh--resolution resolution RM dataRM data (to detect coherent fields)(to detect coherent fields)

Estimates of Estimates of energy densitiesenergy densities



Magnetic fields prefer Magnetic fields prefer 

spiral patternsspiral patterns



NGC6946NGC6946
(Beck & Hoernes(Beck & Hoernes
1996)1996)



NGC1365NGC1365
(Beck et al. 2005)(Beck et al. 2005)



Flocculent galaxies:Flocculent galaxies:

spiral field withoutspiral field without

spiral armsspiral arms

NGC4414NGC4414
(Soida et al. 2002)(Soida et al. 2002)



Incoherent spiral fieldsIncoherent spiral fields
(by shear or compression along (by shear or compression along 

the spiral arms)the spiral arms)

or coherent spiral fieldsor coherent spiral fields
(by dynamo action)(by dynamo action)

??



de Avillez & 
Breitschwerdt

2005

MHD model of the ISM byMHD model of the ISM by
SNSN--induced turbulenceinduced turbulence

Gas densityGas density Magnetic field strengthMagnetic field strength

Amplification of incoherent fieldsAmplification of incoherent fields



MHD model of a barred galaxyMHD model of a barred galaxy

OtmianowskaOtmianowska--Mazur,Mazur,
ElstnerElstner, , SoidaSoida

& & UrbanikUrbanik 20022002

Generation of Generation of 
spiral fieldsspiral fields
by shearby shear

Coherence length:Coherence length:

≈≈1 1 kpckpc



Azimuthal dynamo modesAzimuthal dynamo modes



Faraday rotationFaraday rotation

is the key to detect is the key to detect 
coherent fieldscoherent fields

and hence to testand hence to test
largelarge--scale dynamo actionscale dynamo action



M31: The classical dynamo caseM31: The classical dynamo case

Berkhuijsen et al. 2003Berkhuijsen et al. 2003

Fletcher et al. 2004Fletcher et al. 2004

The spiral field of M31 is mostly The spiral field of M31 is mostly coherentcoherent
and an axisymmetric spiraland an axisymmetric spiral



The spiral field The spiral field 
of NGC6946 of NGC6946 
is a mixture is a mixture 
of of coherentcoherent

(m=0 + m=2)(m=0 + m=2)
and incoherentand incoherent

fieldsfields

NGC6946NGC6946
(F.Krause & Beck (F.Krause & Beck 
1998)1998)



M51: chaotic rotation measuresM51: chaotic rotation measures

Fletcher et al. 2005150 rad m-2

0 rad m-2

-150 rad m-2

Resolution ≈ 400pc

The spiral field of M51 seemsThe spiral field of M51 seems mostlymostly anisotropicanisotropic



Understanding the origin of Understanding the origin of 
galactic magnetic fieldsgalactic magnetic fields

Needed:Needed:
HighHigh--resolution, highresolution, high--frequency RM data to frequency RM data to 
distinguish distinguish coherent from incoherentcoherent from incoherent fieldsfields
HighHigh--resolution, highresolution, high--frequency RM data resolve frequency RM data resolve 
the the spectrum of dynamo modesspectrum of dynamo modes
HighHigh--sensitivity RM data to search for sensitivity RM data to search for 
intergalactic (seed) fieldsintergalactic (seed) fields
LowLow--frequency polarization data to search for frequency polarization data to search for 
magnetic armsmagnetic arms in the outer parts of galaxiesin the outer parts of galaxies
Realistic dynamo modelsRealistic dynamo models including turbulent flows including turbulent flows 
andand differential rotationdifferential rotation



Resolving dynamo modesResolving dynamo modes

Mode Mode mm has has 2m2m field reversalsfield reversals and can be and can be 
resolved if  resolved if  ≈≈10 (m+1)10 (m+1) independent independent 
sectorssectors are observed in the diskare observed in the disk

To To resolveresolve m m ≤≤ 44 in a in a galaxygalaxy withwith R=10kpc R=10kpc 
and i=45and i=45˚̊ at D=100 at D=100 MpcMpc, an , an angularangular
resolutionresolution of of θθ ≈≈ 11″″ isis neededneeded



Galactic field reversals:Galactic field reversals:

Is our Galaxy special?Is our Galaxy special?



Han et al. 2001

Bisymmetric spiral with 8˚ pitch angle
and multiple reversals with radius - ???



RM Modulation by Spiral ArmsRM Modulation by Spiral Arms

Brown et al. 2006Brown et al. 2006

Only one reversal
is required



RM mapsRM maps (one reversal)(one reversal)
Brown et al. 2006Brown et al. 2006



Understanding field reversals Understanding field reversals 
in the Milky Wayin the Milky Way

Needed:Needed:
Dense grid of Dense grid of extragalactic RMextragalactic RM data pointsdata points

Dense 3Dense 3--D grid of D grid of pulsar RMpulsar RM data pointsdata points

Reliable Reliable reconstruction techniquesreconstruction techniques

(using wavelets, see talk by (using wavelets, see talk by RodionRodion StepanovStepanov))



Future needsFuture needs
Higher sensitivityHigher sensitivity
Higher resolutionHigher resolution
(as usual(as usual……)

As the universe expands more and 
more, we need a larger telescope …

)



LOLOw w FFrequency requency ARARrayray

3030--80 MHz80 MHz
110110--240 MHz240 MHz



LOFARLOFAR
A revolution in radio telescope design:A revolution in radio telescope design:

Pure software telescope:Pure software telescope: no moving parts, no moving parts, 
no mirrors, simultaneous multino mirrors, simultaneous multi--beaming, beaming, 
low costslow costs

Technological challengeTechnological challenge in computing in computing 
power, data transfer and data storagepower, data transfer and data storage



LOFAR AntennasLOFAR Antennas

96 low96 low--band dipoles per band dipoles per 
stationstation
optimized for 30optimized for 30--80 MHz80 MHz

96 high96 high--band antennas band antennas 
per stationper station
optimized for 110optimized for 110--240 240 
MHzMHz





LOFAR Stations (Phase 1)LOFAR Stations (Phase 1)

Virtual Core 

32 core stations (2007)32 core stations (2007) 77 stations of full array (2009)77 stations of full array (2009)



LOFAR performanceLOFAR performance



Key Science ProjectsKey Science Projects

Epoch of reEpoch of re--ionizationionization –– GroningenGroningen

Extragalactic surveysExtragalactic surveys –– LeidenLeiden

Transients and pulsarsTransients and pulsars -- AmsterdamAmsterdam

Cosmic raysCosmic rays -- NijmegenNijmegen

Solar radio emission Solar radio emission –– PotsdamPotsdam

Cosmic magnetic fields Cosmic magnetic fields –– Bonn (?)Bonn (?)



LOFAR:LOFAR:

Observing Observing weakweak magnetic fieldsmagnetic fields
illuminated by illuminated by oldold electronselectrons



NGC4569NGC4569
((ChyzyChyzy, Beck, et al.), Beck, et al.)





LOFAR RM SurveyLOFAR RM Survey

LOFAR can in measure very low Faraday rotation LOFAR can in measure very low Faraday rotation 
measures and hence measures and hence very weak magnetic fields:very weak magnetic fields:

GalaxyGalaxy haloshalos, , clustercluster haloshalos, , relicsrelics
nnee=10=10--3 3 cmcm--33, B, B⎪⎪⎪⎪ =1 =1 µµG, L=1 G, L=1 kpckpc:   :   RM~1 RM~1 rad mrad m--22

IntergalacticIntergalactic magneticmagnetic fieldsfields
nnee=10=10--3 3 cmcm--33, B, B⎪⎪⎪⎪ =0.1 =0.1 µµG, L=1 G, L=1 kpckpc: : RM~0.1 RM~0.1 rad mrad m--22



LOFAR stations in GermanyLOFAR stations in Germany

Planned:Planned:
7 stations7 stations

Goal:Goal:
12 stations12 stations



International Station International Station 
Germany 1Germany 1 at Effelsbergat Effelsberg



EuropeanEuropean ExpansionExpansion

Current discussion:Current discussion:

Germany: ~12 stationsGermany: ~12 stations

UK: ~5 stationsUK: ~5 stations

Italy: ~2 stationsItaly: ~2 stations

France: ~1 stationFrance: ~1 station



Next step:Next step:

The Square Kilometre The Square Kilometre 
Array (SKA)Array (SKA)



SKA ConceptsSKA Concepts

USA: Small parabolic reflectors Australia: Focal plane arrays

China: Large 
spherical mirrors

Europe:
Phased Array



SKA Key ScienceSKA Key Science

Testing theories of gravitationTesting theories of gravitation

Galaxy evolution & Galaxy evolution & 
largelarge--scale structuresscale structures

The Dark AgesThe Dark Ages

The Cradle of LifeThe Cradle of Life

Cosmic magnetismCosmic magnetism



SKA Key Science Project:SKA Key Science Project:
AllAll--Sky RM SurveySky RM Survey

((GaenslerGaensler, , FerettiFeretti & Beck)& Beck)

RMsRMs for ~ for ~ (1(1––5) x 105) x 1088 polarized extragalactic polarized extragalactic 
sources, spaced by ~ 30"sources, spaced by ~ 30"––50" on the sky50" on the sky
HighHigh--resolution RM mapping of the resolution RM mapping of the Milky Way, Milky Way, 
nearby galaxies & clustersnearby galaxies & clusters
RM mapping of RM mapping of distant intervening galaxiesdistant intervening galaxies
Search for coherent magnetic fields in the Search for coherent magnetic fields in the first first 
galaxies and clustersgalaxies and clusters
Search for coherent magnetic Search for coherent magnetic 
fields in the fields in the intergalactic mediumintergalactic medium



Future rotation measures in the Future rotation measures in the 
Milky WayMilky Way

Known Known 
pulsars and pulsars and 
pulsars to pulsars to 

be detected be detected 
with the with the 

SKASKA

Cordes 2001Cordes 2001



RMsRMs Through GalaxiesThrough Galaxies

Han et al. 1998

RMsRMs of 21 polarized sources shining through M31of 21 polarized sources shining through M31



Future Future RMsRMs through M31 with through M31 with 
the SKAthe SKA

~10000 polarized sources shining through M31~10000 polarized sources shining through M31



Polarization silhouettesPolarization silhouettes
Modification of extended foreground (Galactic) or Modification of extended foreground (Galactic) or 
background emission by Faraday effects:background emission by Faraday effects:
Powerful probes of  galactic magnetism in Powerful probes of  galactic magnetism in 
distant galaxiesdistant galaxies

NGC 1310 against NGC 1310 against 
FornaxFornax A:A:

Faraday depolarization Faraday depolarization 
of polarized background of polarized background 

emissionemission
((FomalontFomalont et al. 1989)et al. 1989)



SKA Design Study SKA Design Study --
SimulationsSimulations

(SKADS(SKADS DS2DS2--T1T1--WP3WP3, with Cavendish Lab. Cambridge/UK), with Cavendish Lab. Cambridge/UK)

Preparing for future projects on magnetismPreparing for future projects on magnetism
byby simulating the polarized sky:simulating the polarized sky:

diffuse Galactic emissiondiffuse Galactic emission
polarized background sourcespolarized background sources
RM gridRM grid

Workshop planned in 2007Workshop planned in 2007



Polarized emissionPolarized emission
(SKADS DS2(SKADS DS2--T1T1--WP3)WP3)

Degree of magnetic field alignment Degree of magnetic field alignment and its evolutionand its evolution
with galaxy agewith galaxy age
Faraday rotationFaraday rotation and depolarizationand depolarization within the Milkywithin the Milky
Way, galaxies and Way, galaxies and the intergalactic mediumthe intergalactic medium
Evolution of Evolution of dynamo modesdynamo modes in galaxiesin galaxies

Final goal:Final goal:
Density of Density of polarizedpolarized sourcessources on skyon sky
Density of Density of RM gridRM grid required to observe magneticrequired to observe magnetic
fields in the Milky Way, in galaxies and in the IGMfields in the Milky Way, in galaxies and in the IGM



Future radio telescopes:Future radio telescopes:
excellent prospects forexcellent prospects for

magnetic field observationsmagnetic field observations--
cooperationscooperations are welcomeare welcome
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